
A study in 2012
found that companies
with the most engaged 
workforces were up to
22% more profitable. 

2. More productivity 
and innovation
If your people can work how they want,

where they want, they’re more engaged and 

productive, and your business is more profitable.

The ability to work using any app and any device

also helps them to be more collaborative. Better 

mobility means employees can work together

better, despite being apart, and deliver innovation 

that’s vital for the future of your business. 

How Employee Engagement
Drives Growth” 
 
Gallup, June 2013
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Learn more about what mobility can do for you www.cisco.com/go/uk/mobility

1. Deliver exceptional 
experiences
The best mobility solutions integrate everything

so it’s simple and seamless for users and IT.

That includes a secure portable workspace

environment available anytime, on any device,

and the ability to turn existing desktop applications

into mobile applications. Exceptional mobile

experiences mean more satisfied employees,

more satisfied customers, and in turn more

competitive business performance. 

3. Less 
business risk 
More mobile devices equals more possibilities

for intruders. Staying secure is like keeping warm 

in cold weather: instead of using a single big 

barrier like a winter coat, it’s better to use many 

layers. Cisco’s proprietary TrustSec technology 

provides an additional security layer built into

the switches and routers, so it dramatically 

reduces risk for your systems, your valuable

data and your business.

5 ways better mobility 
boosts business 
performance 
Today, mobility isn’t just a necessary part of your IT 

strategy. The right solutions can drive your organisation’s 

performance, productivity and innovation, with the power 

to minimise cost, risk and complexity. Learn five things 

that mobility should be doing for your business. 

5. Streamlined operations
It’s important to choose a mobility solution that reduces complexity. By doing so,

you can lighten the load for IT and cut down costs. When your people spend less

time and resources on routine tasks like IT maintenance they can focus more on 

current and future business priorities, so you can move your business forward.

4. All the 
performance 
you need  
If your IT infrastructure slows down, so does 

productivity. More mobile applications means 

more traffic putting pressure on wireless

networks and branches. Cisco solutions deliver 

the performance to handle this at every stage 

with Wi-Fi speeds of up to 6 Gigabits and

wired switches that support up to 10 Gigabits. 

And Cisco IWAN intelligently prioritises

business critical traffic to route over your

MPLS, whereas less important traffic like

personal social media usage goes

through the cloud. 


